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Abstract
Using the method of equivariant moving frames, we present a procedure for constructing symmetry-
preserving finite element methods for second-order ordinary differential equations. Using the method of
lines, we then indicate how our constructions can be extended to (1+1)-dimensional evolutionary partial
differential equations, using Burgers’ equation as an example. Numerical simulations verify that the
symmetry-preserving finite element schemes constructed converge at the expected rate and that these
schemes can yield better results than their non-invariant finite element counterparts.
1 Introduction
Geometric numerical integration is a branch of numerical analysis dedicated to the construction of nu-
merical schemes that preserve intrinsic geometric properties of the differential equations being approx-
imated, [19]. Standard examples include symplectic integrators, [8, 19, 25, 36], Lie–Poisson structure
preserving schemes, [39], energy-preserving methods, [34], and general conservative methods, [37, 38].
The motivation for considering structure-preserving numerical schemes is that, as a rule of thumb, these
integrators provide better global or long term results than their traditional non-geometric counterparts.
In engineering, physics, mathematics, and other mathematical sciences, most differential equations
of interest admit a group of symmetries that encapsulates properties of the equations and their solution
spaces. Over the last 30 years, there has been a considerable amount of work dedicated to the development
of finite difference numerical methods that preserve the Lie point symmetries of differential equations,
[1,13,15,17,21]. For ordinary differential equations, symmetry-preserving numerical schemes have shown
to be very effective, especially when solutions exhibit sharp variations or admit singularities, [10, 11,
14, 24]. For partial differential equations, the numerical improvements are not as clear and more work
remains to be done, [3, 23, 26, 35]. For evolutionary partial differential equations, symmetry-preserving
schemes generally require the use of time-evolving meshes which can lead to mesh tangling and other
numerical instabilities. To avoid these mesh singularities, various methods have been proposed in recent
years, including evolution–projection techniques, invariant r-adaptive methods, and invariant meshless
discretizations, [2, 4–6].
To this day, research on symmetry-preserving numerical schemes has solely focused on finite difference
methods. Extending the methodology of symmetry-preserving schemes to other numerical integration
techniques such as finite volumes, finite elements, or spectral methods remains to be done. As such, in
this paper we lay out basic ideas for constructing symmetry-preserving finite element methods.
From a numerical perspective, finite element methods offer several advantages over finite difference
methods. For example, when dealing with complex domains, unstructured grids, or moving boundaries,
finite element methods are generally easier to implement than finite difference methods. Also, the finite
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element method relies on discretizing a weak form of a system of differential equations and thus has less
rigid smoothness requirements than methodologies that rely on the discretization of the strong form of the
system. As a result, finite element methods are extensively employed in computational fluid dynamics,
structural mechanics, and many other branches of engineering, physics, and applied mathematics.
As a first attempt to systematically construct symmetry-preserving finite element methods, we re-
strict our considerations to second-order ordinary differential equations. As basis functions, we consider
piecewise linear (Lagrangian) functions (also called hat functions). For more accurate schemes, our con-
structions can easily be applied to higher order Lagrangian interpolants. The ideas developed in this
paper can also be applied to higher order ordinary differential equations, with appropriate interpolating
functions. Adapting our results to hierarchical bases, splines and Hermite basis functions, and partial
differential equations with multi-dimensional basis functions remains to be considered.
The remainder of this paper is laid out as follows. In Section 2 we state the problem we aim to
solve in this paper. Namely, we show via two examples that, in general, the discrete weak formulation
of a differential equation will not preserve the symmetries of the original differential equation. To rem-
edy this situation, we explain how to construct symmetry-preserving finite element schemes using the
method of equivariant moving frames. The basic moving frame constructions, adapted to the problem
at hand, are introduced in Section 3. The main results of this paper are found in Section 4, where we
provide an algorithm for constructing symmetry-preserving finite element schemes. In Section 4.1, our
constructions are illustrated with several examples of ordinary differential equations. Numerical results
are presented that verify the convergence of the proposed invariant finite element schemes and show that
symmetry-preserving finite element schemes can provide better numerical results than their non-invariant
counterparts. In Section 4.2 we explain how to adapt the constructions introduced for ordinary differen-
tial equations to (1+1)-dimensional evolutionary partial differential equations using the method of lines.
This is illustrated using Burgers’ equation as an example. Finally, in Section 5 we summarize our findings
and give some directions for future research.
2 Statement of the Problem
Let x ∈ R be the independent variable, and u = u(x) a real-valued scalar function. In the following we
consider single second-order ordinary differential equations written in the form
uxx = ∆(x, u, ux). (1)
Here and in what follows, we are using the index notation for derivatives, i.e.
ux =
du
dx
and uxx =
d2u
dx2
.
Now, let G be an r-parameter Lie group acting locally on the plane R2 parametrized by (x, u). Using
capital letters to denote the transformed variables, we have
X = g · x and U = g · u, where g ∈ G. (2)
The group action (2) induces a prolonged action on the derivatives given by the chain rule:
UX =
Dx(U)
Dx(X)
, UXX =
Dx(UX)
Dx(X)
,
where
Dx =
∂
∂x
+ ux
∂
∂u
+ uxx
∂
∂ux
+ · · ·
is the total derivative operator with respect to the independent variable x.
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Definition 1. A local Lie group of transformations G acting on an open subset of R2 is said to be a
symmetry group of the differential equation (1) if the solution space of the equation in invariant under
the given group action. In other words,
UXX = ∆(X,U,UX) whenever uxx = ∆(x, u, ux). (3)
The main goal of this paper consists of recasting (1) into its weak form, and to introduce a systematic
procedure for constructing a discrete approximation of the weak form that will preserve the symmetries
of the original differential equation. To achieve this goal, we introduce the space of real-valued locally
integrable functions on R,
L1,loc(R) =
{
f : R→ R
∣∣∣ ∫
K
|f |dx <∞ for all compact subsets K ⊂ R
}
.
Alternatively, L1,loc(R) is defined as the set of functions f : R→ R such that for any compactly supported
test function φ ∈ C∞c (R), the integral ∫ ∞
−∞
|fφ| dx <∞
is finite. We now assume that solutions to (1) and their derivatives are in L1,loc(R). Multiplying the
differential equation (1) by a test function φ ∈ C∞c (R), and integrating over R, we obtain, using integration
by parts, the weak formulation of equation (1):
0 =
∫ ∞
∞
[−uxx + ∆(x, u, ux)]φ dx =
∫ ∞
−∞
[uxφx + ∆(x, u, ux)φ] dx. (4)
Let G be the symmetry group of the differential equation (1). The group G acts on the test function
φ via the usual group action on functions:
Φ = g · φ = φ(g · x) = φ(X), g ∈ G.
The induced action on φx is given by the chain rule
ΦX =
φx
DxX
.
The group G also acts on the differential dx, [18]. The action is given by
ω = g · dx = (DxX) dx. (5)
Restricting our attention to local Lie group actions, [30], we assume that g ∈ G is near the identity
element so that the bounds of integration in (4) remain infinite once an element of the symmetry group
acts on the weak form. The following theorem is essential for our consideration of invariant finite element
discretizations.
Theorem 2. The invariance of the differential equation (1) implies the invariance of the weak form (4).
Proof. Indeed,∫ ∞
−∞
[UXΦX + ∆(X,U,UX)Φ]ω =
∫ ∞
−∞
[−UXX + ∆(X,U,UX)]Φω =
∫ ∞
−∞
0 · Φω = 0,
where (3) was used.
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This theorem is essential as it guarantees that for a given differential equation with symmetry group
G, the Lie group G remains a symmetry group of its corresponding weak form. Therefore, when seeking
to construct a symmetry-preserving numerical scheme for a particular differential equation, one can either
start with the original strong form or work with a suitable weak form. The strong form of a differential
equation is the starting point for constructing symmetry-preserving finite difference schemes, which is
the route that has been taken so far in the literature, [1–7,10,11,13–17,21,23,24,26,32,35]. On the other
hand, the weak form is the starting point for constructing symmetry-preserving finite element schemes,
which is the focus of the present paper.
To approximate (4), we subdivide the real line R into the elements [xn, xn+1]. For an introduction to
the theory of finite elements, we refer the reader to [12]. In this paper, the space of test functions C∞c (R)
is replaced by the space of hat functions
Hd = {φk : R→ R | k ∈ Z},
where
xk−1 xk xk+1
1
φk(x)
φk(x) =

x− xk−1
xk − xk−1 x ∈ [xk−1, xk]
xk+1 − x
xk+1 − xk x ∈ [xk, xk+1]
0 x /∈ [xk−1, xk+1]
. (6)
The solution u(x) to the weak formulation (4) is now approximated by the (infinite) linear combination
u(x) ≈ ud(x) =
∞∑
k=−∞
ukφk(x), (7)
where uk = u(xk) denotes the value of the function u(x) at the node xk. A first order approximation of
the weak form (4) is then given by
0 =
∫ ∞
−∞
[udxφ
′
k + ∆(x, u
d, udx)φk] dx, (8)
where φ′k = Dx(φk) denotes the derivative of φk, and
udx(x) =
∞∑
k=−∞
ukφ
′
k(x)
approximates the first derivative ux.
The transformation group (2) induces an action on the discrete weak form (8). The action on the
nodes xk and the coefficients uk in the expansion (7) is given by the product action
Xk = g · xk, Uk = g · uk, k ∈ Z,
and the action on the hat function φk(x) is
Φk = g · φk = φk(X) =

X −Xk−1
Xk −Xk−1 X ∈ [Xk−1, Xk]
Xk+1 −X
Xk+1 −Xk X ∈ [Xk, Xk+1]
0 X /∈ [Xk−1, Xk+1]
.
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We then introduce the transformed interpolated function
Ud(X) :=
∞∑
k=−∞
UkΦk(X). (9)
In the subsequent developments, we require the transformed approximation (9) to be of the same form as
the original interpolant (7). In other words, we require Ud to be a linear combination of basis functions
that depend solely on the independent variable x. This can be achieved by requiring that Φk(X) is a
function of x only and not of u. To do so, we require the group action to be projectable, [30]. This
assumption requires the transformation rule in the independent variable to be a function of x (and the
group parameters):
X = g · x = X(x, g), U = g · u = U(x, u, g).
The reason for requiring the group action to be projectable comes from the fact that if this were
not the case, then the transformed hat function Φk would depend on the unknown function u(x), which
would make it impossible to evaluate the integral in (8), and therefore make it impossible to obtain
the corresponding finite element scheme. Investigating the possibility of extending the constructions to
general, non-projectable group actions remains to be done. We do stress here though that most symmetry
groups of differential equations arising as models in the mathematical sciences are indeed projectable,
and thus the projectability assumption captures essentially all equations of practical relevance.
With this in mind, we now recall a theorem due to Lie, [20, 27].
Theorem 3. The largest Lie group contained in the diffeomorphism pseudo-group of the real line D(R)
is the special linear group SL(2,R). Up to a local diffeomorphism, the action of SL(2,R) on the real line
R is given by fractional linear transformations:
X =
αx+ β
γx+ δ
, αδ − βγ = 1. (10)
Proposition 4. Under the fractional linear transformation (10) the hat function φk(x) transforms ac-
cording to the formula
Φk(X) = φk(x) · γxk + δ
γx+ δ
, (11a)
while the transformation rule for the first derivative is
Φ′k(X) = (γxk + δ)[(γx+ δ)φ
′
k(x)− γφk(x)], (11b)
where φk(x) is differentiable.
Proof. Formula (11a) is obtained by substituting (10) into the definition of the hat function φk(x) in (6).
As for (11b), the chain rule yields
Φ′k(X) =
1
DxX
Dx[Φk(X)] = (γx+ δ)
2Dx
[
φk(x) · γxk + δ
γx+ δ
]
= (γxk + δ)[(γx+ δ)φ
′
k(x)− γφk(x)].
Under the action (10), formula (5) for the induced action on the differential dx becomes
ω = (DxX) dx =
dx
(γx+ δ)2
. (12)
Knowing how each constituent of the discrete weak form (8) transforms under the action of the Lie
group G, we can now address the main purpose of the paper. Given a second-order ordinary differential
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equation with symmetry group G and weak form (4), we seek to construct, in a systematic fashion, a weak
form approximation that will remain invariant under the symmetry group of the differential equation.
In general, the naive discretization (8) will not preserve all the symmetries of the continuous problem.
To construct a symmetry-preserving discrete weak form we will use the method of equivariant moving
frames, [18,28,29], which is endowed with an invariantization map that can be used to map non-invariant
quantities to their invariant counterparts. In our case, we will use the invariantization map to invariantize
the discrete weak form (8), resulting in a symmetry-preserving finite element scheme.
Example 5. As a simple example, consider the second-order linear ordinary differential equation
uxx + p(x)ux + q(x)u = f(x), (13)
where p, q, and f are arbitrary smooth functions of their argument. Equation (13) admits a two-parameter
symmetry group given by
X = x, U = u+ 1α(x) + 2γ(x), (14)
where α(x) and γ(x) are two linearly independent solutions of the homogeneous equation uxx + p(x)ux +
q(x)u = 0. The corresponding weak form of (13) is∫ ∞
−∞
[−uxφx + (p(x)ux + q(x)u− f(x))φ] dx = 0,
while an approximation to this weak form is given by∫ ∞
−∞
[−udxφ′k + (p(x)udx + q(x)ud − f(x))φk] dx = 0. (15)
Acting on the latter with the group action (14), we obtain
0 =
∫ ∞
−∞
[−udxφ′k + (p(x)udx + q(x)ud − f(x))φk] dx
+ 1
∫ ∞
−∞
[−αdxφ′k + (p(x)αdx + q(x)αd)φk] dx
+ 2
∫ ∞
−∞
[−γdxφ′k + (p(x)γdx + q(x)γd)φk] dx,
(16)
where
αd =
∞∑
k=−∞
αkφk(x), α
d
x =
∞∑
k=−∞
αkφ
′
k(x), αk = α(xk),
and similarly for γd and γdx . Since the last two integrals in (16) are, in general, nonzero, the discrete
weak form (15) does not admit the superposition principle given by (14).
Example 6. As a less trivial example, consider the second-order nonlinear ordinary differential equation
uxx =
1
u3
. (17)
This equation is invariant under the group action
X =
αx+ β
γx+ δ
, U =
u
γx+ δ
, αδ − βγ = 1, (18)
and a weak formulation of (17) is given by
0 =
∫ ∞
−∞
[
uxφx +
1
u3
φ
]
dx. (19)
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Approximating u−3 by
1
u3
≈
∞∑
k=−∞
1
u3k
φk(x),
we obtain the discrete weak form
0 =
∫ ∞
−∞
[ ∞∑
`=−∞
(
u`φ
′
`φ
′
k +
1
u3`
φ`φk
)]
dx. (20)
Acting on (20) with the symmetry group (18), recalling (11) and (12), we obtain, after simplification,
0 =
∫ ∞
−∞
[ ∞∑
`=−∞
(
u`φ
′
`φ
′
k +
1
u3`
(
γx` + δ
γx+ δ
)4
φ`φk
)]
dx. (21)
The extra factor
(
γx` + δ
γx+ δ
)4
in the second term of (21) shows that the discrete weak form (20) is not
invariant under the group action (18).
We conclude this section by observing that all our considerations can be restricted to boundary value
problems, which are more standard in the application of the finite element method. Instead of working
on the whole real line R, simply restrict all considerations to an interval [a, b] and impose boundary
conditions at x = a and x = b. The symmetry group G should now consist of all (or a subset of
all) transformations that keep the differential equation and its boundary conditions invariant. As the
boundary conditions impose further constraints, the symmetry group of the boundary value problem
will usually be smaller than the symmetry group of the differential equation itself, [9]. A slightly less
restrictive assumption is to allow symmetry transformations of a given system of differential equations
without boundary conditions to act as equivalence transformations preserving a class of boundary value
problems containing the problem under consideration, [6].
3 Moving Frames
The theoretical foundations of the discrete equivariant moving frame method have recently been developed
in [29, 32]. For the sake of completeness of the present exposition, we summarize the theory of moving
frames relevant to the construction of symmetry-preserving finite element schemes here.
After evaluating the discrete weak form (8), the result is a function of the discrete points (xk−1, uk−1),
(xk, uk), and (xk+1, uk+1). In the following, we combine these three points into the second-order discrete
jet at k ∈ Z:
z
[2]
k = (k, xk−1, uk−1, xk, uk, xk+1, uk+1).
The terminology stems from the fact that z
[2]
k contains sufficiently many points to approximate the
function u(x) and its derivatives ux, uxx at the node xk using central differences. We introduce the
second-order discrete jet space
J[2] =
∞⋃
k=−∞
z
[2]
k ,
which consists of the union of the second-order discrete jets over the integers k ∈ Z. The discrete jet
space J[2] admits the structure of a lattice variety or lattifold, which is a manifold-like object modeled
on Z rather than R, [29]. Alternatively, J[2] is a disconnected manifold with fibers isomorphic to the
Euclidean space R6. In the following, we let pi : J[2] → Z denote the projection onto the discrete index k:
pi(z
[2]
k ) = k.
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Now, let G be an r-parameter Lie group acting on the plane R2 = {(x, u)}. Extending the action
trivially to Z,
g · k = k,
the Lie group G induces an action on the discrete jet z
[2]
k via the product action
Z
[2]
k = g · z[2]k
(k,Xk−1, Uk−1, Xk, Uk, Xk+1, Uk+1) = (k, g · xk−1, g · uk−1, g · xk, g · uk, g · xk+1, g · uk+1).
(22)
See [7] for further details. In other words, the Lie group G induces an action on each fiber of J[2] via
the product action. In the following, we assume that the action is (locally) free and regular on each fiber
pi−1(k) = J[2]|k. This forces dimG 6 dim J[2]|k = 6. We recall that the product action is free at z[2]k if the
isotropy group
G
z
[2]
k
= {g ∈ G | g · z[2]k = z[2]k } = {e}
is trivial, and that the action is locally free at z
[2]
k if the isotropy group is discrete. On the other hand,
the action is regular if the group orbits have the same dimension and each point in J[2]|k has arbitrarily
small neighborhoods whose intersection with each orbit is a connected subset thereof.
Definition 7. Let G act (locally) freely and regularly on (each fiber of) J[2] by the product action (22).
A discrete (right) moving frame is a G-equivariant map ρ : J[2] → G satisfying
ρ(g · z[2]k ) = ρ(z[2]k ) g−1
for all g ∈ G where the product action is defined.
The construction of a discrete moving frame is based on the introduction of a (collection of) cross-
section(s) K ⊂ J[2] to the group orbits.
Definition 8. A subset K ⊂ J[2] is a cross-section to the group orbits if for each k ∈ Z, the restriction
K|k ⊂ J[2] = pi−1(k) is a submanifold of J[2]|k, transverse and of complementary dimension to the group
orbits.
In general, a cross-section K ⊂ J [2] is specified by a system of r = dimG difference equations
K = {E`(z[2]k ) = 0 | ` = 1, . . . , r}.
The right moving frame ρ(z
[2]
k ) at z
[2]
k is then the unique group element in G that sends z
[2]
k onto K|k:
ρ(z
[2]
k ) · z[2]k ∈ K|k.
The coordinate expressions of the moving frame are obtained by solving the normalization equations
E`(g · z[2]k ) = 0, ` = 1, . . . , r,
for the group parameters g = (g1, . . . , gr).
Given a moving frame, there is a systematic procedure for constructing invariant functions, invariant
differential forms, and other invariant quantities, [18].
Definition 9. Let ρ : J[2] → G be a right moving frame. The invariantization of the difference function
F (k, xi, ui, . . . , xj , uj) is the invariant
ιk(F )(k, xi, ui, . . . , xj , uj) = F (k, ρk · xi, ρk · ui, . . . , ρk · xj , ρk · uj) (23)
obtained by acting on the arguments of F with the moving frame ρk = ρ(z
[2]
k ).
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Borrowing the notation from [28], we can rewrite (23) as
ιk(F )(k, xi, ui, . . . , xj , uj) = F (k, g · xi, g · ui, . . . g · xj , g · uj)
∣∣
g=ρk
.
Thus, the invariantization of F is obtained by first acting on its argument by an arbitrary group element
g ∈ G, followed by the substitution g = ρk. In particular, the invariantization of the components of a
point (x`, u`) are the invariants
ιk(x`) = g · x`
∣∣
g=ρk
, ιk(u`) = g · u`
∣∣
g=ρk
.
Similarly, we can also invariantize the hat function φ`(x) and its derivative:
ιk(φ`) = (g · φ`)
∣∣
g=ρk
, ιk(φ
′
`) = (g · φ′`)
∣∣
g=ρk
.
Therefore, the invariantization of ud(x) and udx is
ιk(u
d) =
∞∑
`=−∞
ιk(u`)ιk(φ`), ιk(u
d
x) =
∞∑
`=−∞
ιk(u`)ιk(φ
′
`).
Finally, according to (5), the invariantization of the one-form dx is the invariant one-form
ιk(dx) = (DxX)
∣∣
g=ρk
dx.
The one-form ιk(dx) is invariant since we limit our considerations to projectable group actions. For
general group actions, ιk(dx) would be contact-invariant
1.
Example 10. As an example of the moving frame construction introduced above, let us consider the
group action (18). Introducing the centered difference derivative
ukx =
uk+1 − uk−1
xk+1 − xk−1 ,
a cross-section on J[2] is given by
K = {xk = 0, uk = 1, ukx = 0}.
Solving the normalization equations
0 = Xk =
αxk + β
γxk + δ
, 1 = Uk =
uk
γxk + δ
, 0 = UkX = γ(xku
k
x − uk) + δukx,
for the group parameters, where
xk =
xk+1 + xk−1
2
, uk =
uk+1 + uk−1
2
,
we obtain the discrete moving frame
α =
1
uk
, β = −xk
uk
, γ =
uku
k
x
(xk − xk)ukx + uk
, δ =
uk[uk − xkukx]
(xk − xk)ukx + uk
. (24)
Invariantizing u`, we obtain the invariant
ιk(u`) =
u`
γx` + δ
∣∣∣∣
(24)
=
u`[(xk − xk)ukx + uk]
uk[(x` − xk)ukx + uk]
, (25)
1A differential form Ω on the jet space J(n) is said to be contact-invariant if and only if, for every g ∈ G, g∗Ω = Ω + θg for
some contact form θg, [31].
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while the invariantization of the hat function φ`(x) is
ιk(φ`(x)) = φ` · γx` + δ
γx+ δ
∣∣∣∣
(24)
= φ` · (x` − xk)u
k
x + uk
(x− xk)ukx + uk
. (26)
Combining (25) and (26), we obtain the invariantization of ud:
ιk(u
d) =
∞∑
`=−∞
u`
uk
· (xk − xk)u
k
x + uk
(x− xk)ukx + uk
φ`(x).
Finally, the invariantization of the one-form dx is
ιk(dx) =
dx
(γx+ δ)2
∣∣∣∣
(24)
=
[(xk − xk)ukx + uk]2
u2k[(x− xk)ukx + uk]2
dx.
4 Symmetry-Preserving Finite Element Schemes
Given a second-order ordinary differential equation of the form (1) with projectable symmetry group G,
we now have everything in hand to construct a symmetry-preserving finite element scheme. First, rewrite
the differential equation in its weak form (4). Then, consider the discrete approximation (8) or any
other suitable approximation. In general, the discrete weak form will not preserve all the symmetries
of the differential equation. To obtain a symmetry-preserving finite element scheme, first construct a
discrete moving frame for the symmetry group G as explained in Section 3. Then use the corresponding
invariantization map to invariantize the discrete weak form (8) or any suitable approximation.
To guarantee the consistency of the symmetry-preserving finite element scheme, we need to impose
certain constraints on the general moving frame constructions introduced in Section 3. Namely, in
the continuous limit where the lengths of the elements [xk−1, xk] and [xk, xk+1] go to zero, all discrete
constructions need to converge to their continuous counterparts. To guarantee this convergence, we have
to construct a consistent moving frame compatible with a differential moving frame, [32]. In other words,
the discrete moving frame should, in the continuous limit, converge to a moving frames defined for the
prolonged action of G on the submanifold jet J(2) = {(x, u, ux, uxx)}, [30]. This will be the case if the
cross-section K used to define the discrete moving frame converges, in the continuous limit, to a cross-
section in J(2). In practice, this can be accomplished by using solely, for example, the approximations
xk, uk, u
k
x =
uk+1 − uk−1
xk+1 − xk−1 , u
k
xx =
2
xk+1 − xk−1 (u
k
x − uk−1x ) (27)
to define a discrete cross-section as in the continuous limit those quantities converge to x, u, ux, and uxx,
respectively.
4.1 Ordinary Differential Equations
In this section we consider several ordinary differential equations to illustrate the construction of symmetry-
preserving finite element discretizations.
We note that all the schemes presented below are implicit and hence require the solution of a (non-
linear) algebraic equation. For this purpose, we used Newton’s method with a termination tolerance of
10−15 in all numerical examples.
4.1.1 Equation uxx = exp(−ux)
As our first example, we consider the equation
uxx = exp(−ux). (28)
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This equation admits the three-parameter symmetry group action
X = ex+ a, U = eu+ ex+ b, , a, b ∈ R. (29)
A weak form formulation of equation (28) is given by
0 =
∫ ∞
−∞
(
uxφx + e
−uxφ) dx. (30)
An approximation of (30) is provided by
0 =
∫ ∞
−∞
(
udxφ
′
k + e
−udxφk) dx. (31)
We now show that the discrete weak form (31) is already invariant under the group action (29). First,
we have
UdX = u
d
x + , Φk = φk, Φ
′
k =
1
e
φ′k, ω = e
 dx.
Therefore
0 =
∫ ∞
−∞
[UdXΦ
′
k + e
−UdXΦk]ω =
∫ ∞
−∞
[
(udx + )
φ′k
e
+ e−(u
d
x+)φk
]
edx
=
∫ ∞
−∞
[udxφ
′
k + e
−udxφk] dx+ 
∫ ∞
−∞
φ′k dx =
∫ ∞
−∞
[udxφ
′
k + e
−udxφk] dx,
since
∫ ∞
−∞
φ′k dx = 0. Evaluating the integral (31) we obtain the symmetry-preserving finite element
scheme
(∆xk + ∆xk−1)ukxx = ∆xk−1 exp[−uk−1x ] + ∆xk exp[−ukx], (32)
where
∆xk = xk+1 − xk, ukx =
uk+1 − uk
xk+1 − xk , u
k
xx =
2
xk+1 − xk−1 [u
k
x − uk−1x ].
We observe that the finite element scheme (32) differs from the two schemes appearing in [16] (equations
(4.25) and (4.26)).
We now test the invariant scheme (32) numerically, by treating equation (28) as an initial value
problem. First, we note that the exact solution to the equation (28) is
ua(x) = (x+ c1) ln(x+ c1)− x+ c2,
where c1 and c2 are two arbitrary constants. Using the initial conditions u(0) = 1 and ux(0) = 0, the
exact solution becomes ua(x) = (x + 1) ln(x + 1) − x + 1. Integrating (32) from x = 0 to x = 1, the
convergence plot of the relative l∞-error is shown in Figure 1. As it can be seen, the scheme converges at
first order, in accordance with the derivation of the finite element scheme, which is based on a first order
linear interpolant.
4.1.2 Equation uxx + p(x)ux + q(x)u = f(x)
In Example 5, we observed that the discrete weak formulation (15) does not preserve the linear superpo-
sition principle (14) for the linear equation (13). To solve this problem, we now construct a symmetry-
preserving finite element scheme.
The first step is to construct a moving frame. As in (27), let
αkx =
αk+1 − αk−1
xk+1 − xk−1 , γ
k
x =
γk+1 − γk−1
xk+1 − xk−1
11
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Figure 1: Convergence plot for the invariant numerical scheme (32). Solid line: relative l∞-error over the integration interval
[0, 1] with initial conditions u(0) = 1 and ux(0) = 0. Dashed line: line of slope 1.
denote the centered first derivative approximations. In the following, we assume that
γk = γ(xk) 6= 0, γkαkx − αkγkx 6= 0.
The second constraint is a discrete approximation of the Wronskian condition requiring that the solutions
α(x) and γ(x) are linearly independent. We construct a moving frame by choosing the cross-section
K = {uk = ukx = 0},
where ukx is the centered approximation introduced in (27). Solving the normalization equations
0 = Uk = uk + 1αk + 2γk, 0 = U
k
X = u
k
x + 1α
k
x + 2γ
k
x ,
for the group parameters 1 and 2, we obtain
1 =
ukγ
k
x − γkukx
γkαkx − αkγkx
, 2 =
αku
k
x − ukαkx
γkαkx − αkγkx
. (33)
Given the moving frame (33), we invariantize the non-invariant discrete weak form (15). This is done by
substituting the group normalizations (33) into (16). The result is the invariant discrete weak form
0 =
∫ ∞
−∞
[−udxφ′k + (p(x)udx + q(x)ud − f(x))φk] dx
+
ukγ
k
x − γkukx
γkαkx − αkγkx
∫ ∞
−∞
[−αdxφ′k + (p(x)αdx + q(x)αd)φk] dx
+
αku
k
x − ukαkx
γkαkx − αkγkx
∫ ∞
−∞
[−γdxφ′k + (p(x)γdx + q(x)γd)φk] dx.
(34)
For second-order linear homogeneous equations, i.e. when f(x) = 0 in (13), we notice that
ud(x) = c1 α
d(x) + c2 γ
d(x), (35)
where c1 and c2 are two arbitrary constants, is an exact solution of the discrete weak form (34). Indeed,
when ud(x) is given by (35), we have that
ukγ
k
x − γkukx
γkαkx − αkγkx
= −c1, αku
k
x − ukαkx
γkαkx − αkγkx
= −c2,
and the right-hand side of (34) is identically zero.
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4.1.3 Equation uxx = u
−3
As a third example, we consider the nonlinear differential equation (17), with discrete weak form (20). In
Example 10, we computed a moving frame for the symmetry group (18). The result is given in equation
(24). Invariantizing the discrete weak form (20), which is obtained by substituting the group parameter
normalizations (24) into the transformed discrete weak form (21), we get the symmetry-preserving discrete
weak form
0 =
∫ ∞
−∞
[ ∞∑
`=−∞
(
u`φ
′
`φ
′
k +
1
u3`
(
(x` − xk)ukx + uk
(x− xk)ukx + uk
)4
φ`φk
)]
dx.
Integrating this expression yields the symmetry-preserving finite element scheme
−
(
uk+1 − uk
xk+1 − xk
)
+
(
uk − uk−1
xk − xk−1
)
+
(xk − xk−1)[(xk−1 − xk)ukx + uk]2
6u3k−1[(xk − xk)ukx + uk]2
+
(xk+1 − xk−1)[(xk − xk)ukx + uk]2
3u3k[(xk+1 − xk)ukx + uk][(xk−1 − xk)ukx + uk]
+
(xk+1 − xk)[(xk+1 − xk)ukx + uk]2
6u3k+1[(xk − xk)ukx + uk]2
= 0. (36)
We now turn to the numerical verification of the resulting invariant scheme. First, we note that the
general solution to the differential equation (17) is
u2a(x) =
1
c1
+ c1(x+ c2)
2,
where c1 and c2 are arbitrary constants with c1 6= 0, [33].
We integrate equation (17) on the interval [0, 1] using the invariant finite element scheme (36) and
the initial conditions u(0) = 1, ux(0) = 0. In this case the exact solution reduces to ua(x) =
√
1 + x2.
The convergence plot for the scheme (36) is presented in Figure 2. As expected, this invariant scheme
converges at first order, since it is based on a linear interpolant.
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Figure 2: Convergence plot for the invariant numerical scheme (36). Solid line: relative l∞-error over the integration interval
[0, 1] with initial conditions u(0) = 1 and ux(0) = 0. Dashed line: line of slope 1.
Remark 11. As an alternative discretization of the weak form (19), one could also consider the approx-
imation ∫ ∞
−∞
[udxφ
′
k + (u
d)−3φk] dx = 0.
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Under the group action (18), this weak form gets dilated to
0 =
∫ ∞
−∞
[UdXΦ
′
k + (U
d)−3Φk]ω = (γxk + δ)
∫ ∞
−∞
[udxφ
′
k + (u
d)−3φk] dx,
and therefore preserves the symmetries of the original weak form (19). The corresponding symmetry-
preserving finite element scheme is
uk+1 − uk
xk+1 − xk −
uk − uk−1
xk − xk−1 =
xk+1 − xk
2u2kuk+1
+
xk − xk−1
2u2kuk−1
.
4.1.4 Painleve´ Equation uxx = u
−1u2x
As our final example we consider the Painleve´ equation
uxx =
u2x
u
. (37)
This equation admits a six-parameter symmetry group of projectable transformations given by
X =
αx+ β
γx+ δ
, U =
(
uλeax+b
)1/(γx+δ)
,
where αδ−βγ = 1, a, b ∈ R, and λ > 0. In the following, we restrict our attention to the two-dimensional
symmetry group
X = x, U = ueax+b, (38)
A weak formulation of the Painleve´ equation (37) is given by
0 =
∫ ∞
−∞
[
uxφx +
u2x
u
φ
]
dx.
In the discrete setting, we approximate the weak form by
0 =
∫ ∞
−∞
[
udxφ
′
k +
(udx)
2
ud
φk
]
dx. (39)
Integrating (39), we obtain the non-invariant finite element scheme
− 2
[(
uk+1 − uk
xk+1 − xk
)
−
(
uk − uk−1
xk − xk−1
)]
+
uk−1
xk − xk−1 ln
(
uk−1
uk
)
+
uk+1
xk+1 − xk ln
(
uk+1
uk
)
= 0. (40)
To construct a symmetry-preserving finite element scheme, we construct a moving frame to the group
action (38) using the cross-section
K =
{
uk = 1, u
k
x =
uk+1 − uk−1
xk+1 − xk−1 = 0
}
.
Solving the corresponding normalization equations, we obtain
a =
1
xk+1 − xk−1 ln
(
uk−1
uk+1
)
, b =
xk
xk+1 − xk−1 ln
(
uk+1
uk−1
)
− lnuk.
Invariantizing the discrete weak form (39) and performing the integration we obtain the symmetry-
preserving finite element scheme
− 2
[(
Ik − 1
xk+1 − xk
)
−
(
1− Jk
xk − xk−1
)]
+
Jk ln Jk
xk − xk−1 +
Ik ln Ik
xk+1 − xk = 0, (41a)
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where the invariants Ik and Jk are given by
Ik =
uk+1
uk
exp
[
− xk+1 − xk
xk+1 − xk−1 ln
(
uk+1
uk−1
)]
, Jk =
uk−1
uk
exp
[
xk − xk−1
xk+1 − xk−1 ln
(
uk+1
uk−1
)]
. (41b)
We now compare the invariant scheme (41) against the non-invariant scheme (40) numerically. Since
the symmetry-preserving scheme is exact, i.e. the only difference between the numerical solution and
the exact solution is due to round-off error, we do not need to verify the convergence of the scheme. A
straightforward Taylor series analysis reveals that the non-invariant finite element scheme for the Painleve´
equation is of second order.
We now solve the initial value problem for the Painleve´ equation with initial conditions u(0) = 1
and ux(0) = 1, corresponding to the exact solution u = exp(x). Integrating over the interval [0, 1] using
a step size of ∆x = 0.01, the time series of the relative error between the numerical solutions of the
two schemes (40), (41) and the exact solution is depicted in Figure 3. It is obvious that the symmetry-
preserving scheme outperforms the non-invariant scheme, with the error of the invariant scheme being
several magnitudes smaller and approximately of the size of machine epsilon.
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Figure 3: Time series of relative error for the invariant finite element scheme (solid line) and the non-invariant finite element
scheme (dashed line). The initial conditions were u(0) = 1 and ux(0) = 1, and we integrated the Painleve´ equation up to x = 1,
interpreted as initial value problem, using a step size of ∆x = 0.01.
Remark 12. We note that numerically solving the nonlinear algebraic equation (41) for the invariant
finite element method is challenging due to the fact that this scheme is exact. Numerically, we observe
an accumulation of round-off errors that is growing over the integration interval. The smaller the step
size ∆x, the more round-off error can accumulate. To numerically preserve the exactness of the scheme
for all step sizes ∆x, variable precision arithmetic may be necessary.
4.2 Partial Differential Equations
In this section we extend the constructions introduced in the previous sections to the semi-discretization
of (1+1)-dimensional evolution equations, where only the spatial variable is discretized. This allows us
to use many of the ideas introduced in the previous sections. To simplify the exposition, we focus on a
particular example and consider Burgers’ equation
ut + uux = νuxx, where ν > 0, (42)
which plays an important role in various areas of applied mathematics, such as fluid mechanics, nonlinear
acoustics, gas dynamics, and traffic flow. Here ν is the constant viscosity coefficient. Burgers’ equation
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admits a five-parameter maximal Lie symmetry group, see e.g. [30]. One of these admitted symmetry
transformations yields an inversion of time, which does not respect the requirement that the time variable
t should increase monotonically for a given initial value problem, [6]. Thus, we restrict our attention to
the four-parameter subgroup of symmetry transformations
X = λ(x+ vt) + a, T = λ2t+ b, U =
u+ v
λ
, a, b, v ∈ R, λ ∈ R+. (43)
Multiplying Burgers’ equation (42) by a test function φ(x) ∈ C∞c (R) and integrating over R, we obtain
the weak form ∫ ∞
−∞
utφ dx =
∫ ∞
−∞
(
− νux + u
2
2
)
φx dx. (44)
In the following, we consider the semi-discretization of Burgers’ equation where the spatial variable
x is discretized and the time variable t remains a continuous variable. In this setting, the interpolating
coefficients in the approximation (7) of the solution now become functions of t:
u(x, t) ≈ ud(x, t) =
∞∑
k=−∞
uk(t)φk(x). (45)
Substituting (45) into the weak form (44) and replacing the test function by the hat function φ`, we
obtain ∫ ∞
−∞
udt φ` dx =
∫ ∞
−∞
(
− νudx +
(ud)2
2
)
φ′` dx, (46)
where
udt =
∞∑
k=−∞
duk
dt
(t)φk(x) and u
d
x =
∞∑
k=−∞
uk(t)φ
′
k(x).
Under the group action (43), the differentials dx and dt transform according to
ωx = Dx(X) dx+ Dt(X) dt = λ(dx+ v dt), ω
t = Dx(T ) dx+ Dt(T ) dt = λ
2 dt, (47)
where Dx and Dt are the total derivative operators in the independent variables x and t, respectively, [18].
Dual to the one-forms (47) are the implicit derivative operators
DX =
1
λ
Dx, DT =
1
λ2
(Dt − vDx).
Therefore, the hat functions and their first derivatives transform according to
Φ` = φ` and Φ
′
` = DX(Φ`) =
φ′`
λ
.
Finally, we have
Ud =
∞∑
k=−∞
Uk(T )Φk(X) =
∞∑
k=−∞
uk + v
λ
φk =
ud + v
λ
,
UdT =
∞∑
k=−∞
DT (Uk)Φk =
∞∑
k=−∞
1
λ3
duk
dt
φk =
1
λ3
udt ,
UdX =
∞∑
k=−∞
Uk DX(Φk) =
∞∑
k=−∞
uk + v
λ2
φ′k =
1
λ2
udx,
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where we used the fact that
∞∑
k=−∞
φk = 1 and
∞∑
k=−∞
φ′k = 0, where the sums are defined.
We now act on the discrete weak form (46) with the symmetry group (43). Since the weak form is
evaluated at a fixed time, we substitute
ωx = λ(dx+ v dt) ≡ λ dx
into the transformed weak form. After simplification, we obtain∫ ∞
−∞
udt φ` dx =
∫ [
− νudx +
(ud + v)2
2
]
φ′` dx =
∫ ∞
−∞
[
− νudx +
(ud)2
2
+ vud
]
φ′` dx. (48)
Due to the occurrence of the Galilean boost parameter v, we conclude that the discrete weak form (46)
is not invariant under the symmetry subgroup (43).
4.2.1 Symmetry-Preserving Lagrangian Scheme
In this section we introduce a discrete weak form of Burgers’ equation that preserves the symmetry
subgroup (43). This is done by using the Lagrangian form of Burgers’ equation given by
du
dt
= νuxx,
dx
dt
= u, (49)
where
d
dt
= Dt +
dx
dt
Dx = Dt + uDx.
In this setting, x is now a function of the time variable t. Therefore, the nodes x` are functions of t and
the element [x`, x`+1] varies as a function of time.
Following the general procedure introduced in the previous sections, the first step in constructing a
symmetry-preserving weak form consists of computing a discrete moving frame. Assuming, for simplicity,
that
u`x =
u`+1 − u`−1
x`+1 − x`−1 > 0 for all ` ∈ Z,
we introduce the cross-section
K = {x` = t = u` = 0, u`x = 1}.
Solving the normalization equations
0 = λ(x` + vt) + a, 0 = λ
2t+ b, 0 = λ−1(u` + v), 1 = λ−2u`x,
for the group parameters, we obtain the moving frame
a = −
√
u`x(x` − t u`), b = −t u`x, v = −u`, λ =
√
u`x. (50)
Since uk and xk are functions of t, we now wish to invariantize duk/dt and dxk/dt. Under the
symmetry group action (43), we have
g · duk
dt
=
dUk
dT
=
1
λ2
d
dt
[
uk + v
λ
]
=
1
λ3
duk
dt
,
g · dxk
dt
=
dXk
dT
=
1
λ2
d
dt
[λ(xk + vt) + a] =
1
λ
(
dxk
dt
+ v
)
,
where
d
dT
=
1
λ2
d
dt
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is the derivative operator dual to the one-form ωt = λ2dt. Using the moving frame (50), we have
ι`
(
duk
dt
)
=
1
(u`x)
3/2
duk
dt
, ι`
(
dxk
dt
)
=
1√
u`x
(
dxk
dt
− u`
)
.
Next, invariantizing the discrete weak form (46), which is obtained by substituting the group normal-
izations (50) into the transformed discrete weak form (48), we obtain the symmetry-preserving discrete
weak form ∫ ∞
−∞
udt φ` dx =
∫ ∞
−∞
(
− νudx +
(ud)2
2
− u` ud
)
φ′` dx.
Evaluating the integrals, and simplifying the expressions, we obtain the symmetry-preserving finite ele-
ment scheme
1
3
[
x` − x`−1
x`+1 − x`−1 ·
du`−1
dt
+ 2 · du`
dt
+
x`+1 − x`
x`+1 − x`−1 ·
du`+1
dt
]
= νu`xx −
(
u`+1 − 2u` + u`−1
3
)
u`x, (51a)
where
u`xx =
2
x`+1 − x`−1
[(
u`+1 − u`
x`+1 − x`
)
−
(
u` − u`−1
x` − x`−1
)]
.
In the Lagrangian formalism, we need to supplement (51a) with a mesh equation that will describe how
the node x` will evolve as a function of time. This can be achieved, in a symmetry-preserving fashion,
by setting ι`
(
dx`/dt
)
= 0, which yields the invariant differential equation
dx`
dt
= u`. (51b)
In the continuous limit, the invariant scheme (51) converges to (49).
Remark 13. In equation (51a) there is no built-in term that would allow to control the evolution of the
mesh. The limit only holds provided the mesh points satisfy equation (51b). This is to be expected as we
have invariantized the discrete weak form (46), defined on a fixed mesh together with the mesh equation
dx`/dt = 0, which forces the nodes to stay fixed as the time variable evolves.
Due to the Lagrangian mesh equation (51b), the invariant scheme (51) will in general suffer from
mesh tangling and singularities [22]. To avoid these problems, we now construct a symmetry-preserving
finite element scheme that will hold on any moving mesh.
4.2.2 Symmetry-Preserving r-Adaptive Scheme
In this section we construct a symmetry-preserving finite element scheme with a built-in term that takes
into account the evolution of the mesh. This is achieved by invariantizing∫ ∞
−∞
(
udt − udxxt
)
φ` dx =
∫ ∞
−∞
(
− νudx +
(ud)2
2
)
φ′` dx, (52)
where the extra term on the left-hand side of equation (52) takes into account the movement of the mesh,
and where
xt =
∞∑
k=−∞
dxk
dt
φk.
In particular, we note that when dxk/dt = 0 for all k, then we recover the discrete weak form (46) of
Burgers’s equation on a fixed mesh.
Under the group action (43),
XT =
∞∑
k=−∞
dXk
dT
Φk =
∞∑
k=−∞
1
λ
(
dxk
dt
+ v
)
φk =
xt + v
λ
.
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Therefore, acting by the symmetry group (43) on the discrete weak form (52) we obtain the transformed
weak form ∫ ∞
−∞
[
udt − udx(xt + v)
]
φ` dx =
∫ ∞
−∞
[
− νudx +
(ud)2
2
+ vud
]
φ′` dx. (53)
The invariantization of (52) is obtained by substituting the moving frame expressions (50) into (53),
which yields the symmetry-preserving discrete weak form∫ ∞
−∞
[
udt − udx(xt − u`)
]
φ` dx =
∫ ∞
−∞
[
− νudx +
(ud)2
2
− u` ud
]
φ′` dx.
Evaluating the integrals, we obtain the symmetry-preserving finite element scheme
x` − x`−1
3(x`+1 − x`−1) ·
du`−1
dt
+
2
3
· du`
dt
+
x`+1 − x`
3(x`+1 − x`−1) ·
du`+1
dt
− u` − u`−1
3(x`+1 − x`−1) ·
dx`−1
dt
− 2
3
u`x ·
dx`
dt
− u`+1 − u`
3(x`+1 − x`−1) ·
dx`+1
dt
= ν u`xx −
(
u`+1 + u` + u`−1
3
)
u`x.
The remaining ingredient is to prescribe dx`/dt using an invariant mesh equation. For example, when
using the mesh equation (51b), the scheme reduces to
x` − x`−1
3(x`+1 − x`−1) ·
du`−1
dt
+
2
3
· du`
dt
+
x`+1 − x`
3(x`+1 − x`−1) ·
du`+1
dt
= ν u`xx.
Other invariant mesh equations for Burgers’ equation were proposed e.g. in [5,7], and will not be discussed
further here.
5 Conclusions and Outlook
In this paper we have, for the first time, laid out a partial theory for constructing symmetry-preserving
finite element schemes. This contribution is timely given the large body of literature that exists nowadays
regarding the construction of symmetry-preserving finite difference schemes, and due to the obvious
importance that finite element discretizations play in mathematical sciences.
While we have primarily restricted our attention to second-order differential equations, the principles
introduced in this paper are applicable to higher-order differential equations, boundary value problems
(though this usually reduces the size of the admitted symmetry group) as well as to multi-dimensional
systems of partial differential equations. A main complication when tackling higher-order differential
equations is the necessity to use higher-order basis functions. Conceptually, these higher-order basis
functions can readily be included in the theory laid out in the present paper. Since the resulting com-
putations substantially grow in complexity, we have however abstained from including them here for the
sake of clarity of this first exposition on invariant finite element methods.
Invariant discretization schemes are a particular class of geometric numerical integrators that are
designed to preserve at the discrete level (a subgroup of) the maximal Lie symmetry group of a system
of differential equations. The motivation for the development of geometric numerical integrators is that,
in general, maintaining the intrinsic geometric properties of a system of differential equations improves
the long-term behavior of a numerical integration scheme. In the case of symmetries, it has been shown
that invariant integrators play an essential role for blow-up problems, where they have been shown to
outperform standard non-invariant integrators. The preservation of symmetries in finite element schemes
opens up the possibility to compare invariant finite element schemes against non-invariant finite element
discretizations, which has been done for a single example in the present work. We reserve a more detailed
comparison for future work.
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